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The kinetic-energy dependences of the reactions of Ni^ ( n = 2 -1 6 ) with D2 are studied in a guided 
ion beam tandem mass spectrometer. The products observed are NinD+ for all clusters and NinD^ 
for n = 5 -1 6 . Reactions for formation of NinD+ are observed to exhibit thresholds, whereas cross 
sections for formation of NinD^ (n = 5 -16) exhibit no obvious barriers to reaction. Rate constants 
of D2 chemisorption on the cationic clusters are compared with results from previous work on 
neutral nickel clusters. Ni^ -D  bond energies as a function of cluster size are derived from threshold 
analysis of the kinetic-energy dependence of the endothermic reactions, and are compared to 
previously determined metal-metal bond energies, D0(N i^-N i). The bond energies of N i^ -D  
generally increase as the cluster size increases, and parallel those for N i^ -N i for many clusters. 
These trends are explained in terms of electronic and geometric structures for the Nin clusters. The 
bond energies of N i^ -D  for larger clusters (ns* 11) are found to be close to the value for 
chemsorption of atomic hydrogen on bulk phase nickel. © 2002 American Institute o f  Physics. 
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1481855]
I. INTRODUCTION
Investigating the chemical reactivity, catalytic properties, 
magnetic properties, electronic structure, and geometries of 
small metal and transition metal clusters is currently an ac­
tive frontier in chemical physics. One of the motivations for 
these studies is to determine the relation between reactivity 
and geometric and electronic structure. Studies of the reac­
tivity of metal clusters of different charges and sizes have 
found that the reactivity can vary appreciably at small sizes, 
but that the size effects gradually vanish with increasing 
size.1-10 From a fundamental point of view, such studies of 
cluster reactions are important because they offer opportuni­
ties to bridge the gap between gas and condensed phase 
chemistry. In addition, such studies may provide quantitative 
data concerning the elementary steps that make up compli­
cated surface reactions, and thus help us to understand sur­
face science at the molecular level. In elucidating the geo­
metrical and electronic structures of clusters, spectroscopic 
techniques generally fail for larger clusters; hence, such in­
formation has been sought using chemical probes.
In the past two decades, the reactions of neutral nickel 
clusters with hydrogen and deuterium have been investigated 
extensively.11-28 On the experimental side, Smalley and 
co-workers11 measured the relative reaction rate constants for 
D2 dissociation on various size neutral nickel clusters, Nin 
(n = 3 -20 ). The authors found that D2 chemisorbs readily 
on nickel clusters and that the reaction rates increase slowly 
and in a nearly monotonic way as a function of cluster size. 
Riley and co-workers12 observed a similar reactivity depen­
dence on size, but with the important exception that the nine- 
atom cluster was an order of magnitude less reactive than 
other clusters. The rate constants were found to scale roughly 
with n 2/3 in the size range n = 4 -1 3 , indicating a surface area 
dependence consistent with a hard-sphere model. Riley and
co-workers have also examined the reaction of nickel clus­
ters with deuterium over the temperature range 133-413 
K .13 For Ni10- N i14, the reaction probabilities are near unity 
and essentially independent of temperature. For Ni9, the re­
action probability is about 5% between 213-413 K, but in­
creases below 213 K to about 50% at 133 K. This increase is 
attributed to initial trapping of the D2 molecule on the cluster 
surface. In addition to kinetics studies, these authors also 
measured the composition of nickel clusters saturated with 
H2 and D2 . 14-16 They have found that the number of chemi­
sorbed H or D atoms is also proportional to n 2/3. Recently, 
Riley and co-workers17 also studied reactions of Ni19 and 
Ni23 with hydrogen/deuterium and ammonia to probe 
adsorbate-induced cluster structural changes.
Theoretical studies18-28 of the dissociative absorption of 
D2 /H2 on small nickel neutral clusters have been carried out 
by three groups. Jellinek and co-workers18,19 have carried out 
molecular dynamics simulation studies of D2 interacting with 
Ni13 having various geometrical structures. Here, the depen­
dence of the reaction rate on both the internal energy of the 
cluster as well as on the initial rovibrational excitation of D2 
has been determined. They also calculated the structures and 
energies of nickel clusters (n = 7-14,19) and cross sections 
and rate constants for reaction with the ground-state D2 
molecule.20,21 DePristo and co-workers22-24 have performed 
dynamics calculations for the reaction of the D2 molecule in 
its ground rovibrational state with rigid and nonrigid nickel 
clusters in the size range n = 4 -1 3 . It was found that the 
reaction rate constants vary strongly with size for clusters 
smaller than Ni9 and vary over two orders of magnitude, 
depending on the assumed cluster structure for all cluster 
sizes. However, their calculated rates are much smaller than 
the experimental values.12,13 Jellinek and Giivenc19 postulate 
that this is a weak N i-D  interaction potential [about 10%
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lower than the measured energy of binding of a D atom to 
the (111) and (100) surfaces of bulk nickel29] was used in the 
dynamics calculation. Doll, Freeman, and co-workers25-27 
have calculated the geometries, the preferred binding sites, 
site-specific hydrogen normal mode frequencies, and finite 
temperature effects of mono- and di-hydrogenated nickel 
clusters using both classical and quantum mechanical Monte 
Carlo methods. In addition, the effects of hydrogen- 
hydrogen interactions on selected structural and time- 
dependent properties of hydrogen containing nickel clusters 
have been examined.
Our group has studied the collision-induced dissociation 
of the cluster ions of several transition metals30-39 and their 
reactions with O2 , 40-42 CO2 , 43,44 D2 ,45-47 and CD448 in an 
ongoing effort to understand the reactivity, electronic struc­
ture, and geometry of transition metal clusters. These experi­
mental studies have shown interesting variations with cluster 
size in the stability and reactivity of clusters. In the present 
study, we use guided ion beam tandem mass spectrometry to 
investigate the reactions of size-selected nickel cluster cat­
ions Ni^ (ra = 2 -1 6 ) with D2. Kinetic-energy dependent 
cross sections for formation of NiKD+ + D  and NiKD^ prod­
uct channels are determined. The former are interpreted to 
provide Ni^-D BDEs as a function of cluster size. Bond 
energy information for the larger clusters obtained here is 
favorably compared to bulk phase values. Rates of D2 
chemisorption on the cationic clusters are compared with 
results from previous work on neutral nickel clusters.
II. EXPERIMENT
Reactions of nickel cluster cations with D2 are studied 
using a guided ion beam apparatus equipped with a laser 
ablation cluster source. The experimental apparatus and tech­
niques have been described in detail elsewhere,49 and only a 
brief description is given here. Nickel cluster cations are 
formed in a laser vaporization source.50,51 The output 511 
and 578 nm) of an Oxford ACL 35 copper vapor laser oper­
ating at 7 kHz is tightly focused onto a continuously trans­
lating and rotating nickel rod inside an aluminum source 
block. The optimum pulse energy for nickel cluster ion pro­
duction ranges between 3 -4  mJ/pulse. The vaporized mate­
rial is entrained in a continuous flow ( 5 - 6 X 103 sccm) of 
He passing over the ablation surface. Frequent collisions and 
rapid mixing lead to the formation of thermalized clusters as 
they travel down a 2 mm diameter X 63 mm long condensa­
tion tube. Although direct measurements of the internal tem­
peratures of the clusters are not possible, previous studies 
have indicated that the clusters are not internally excited and 
likely to be near room temperature.36,49
This seeded helium flow then undergoes a mild super­
sonic expansion in a field free region that is skimmed, and 
passes through two differentially pumped regions. Positively 
charged ions are accelerated and injected into a 60° magnetic 
sector momentum analyzer. The mass-selected ions are de­
celerated and focused into a rf octopole ion guide52,53 that 
extends through a reaction cell. The octopole beam guide is 
biased with dc and rf voltages. The former allows accurate 
control of the translational energy of the incoming ions,
whereas the latter establishes a radial potential that effi­
ciently traps the parent and product ions that travel through 
the octopole. The pressure of D2 neutral reactant gas (99.8% 
purity in the reaction cell is kept relatively low to reduce the 
probability of multiple collisions with the ions. To test this, 
all studies were conducted at two pressures of D2, ~0.2 and
0.4 mTorr. The resultant cross sections exhibited no pres­
sure dependence for all cluster sizes, verifying that the re­
sults presented here result exclusively from single ion- 
molecule collisions. The product and reactant ions drift to the 
end of the octopole, where they are extracted, and injected 
into a quadrupole mass filter for mass analysis. Ion intensi­
ties are measured with a Daly detector54 coupled with stan­
dard pulse counting techniques. Reactant ion intensities 
ranged from 2 -8  X 105 ions/s. Observed product intensities 
are converted to absolute reaction cross sections as discussed 
in detail elsewhere.53 Absolute errors in the cross sections are 
on the order of 30%.
Results for each reaction system were repeated several 
times to ensure their reproducibility. CID experiments with 
Xe were performed on all cluster ions to ensure their identity 
and the absence of any excessive internal excitation. In all 
instances, CID thresholds are consistent with those previ­
ously reported.36 The absolute zero in the kinetic energy of 
the ions and their energy distributions (0.7-2.0 eV, gradually 
increasing with cluster size were measured using the octo- 
pole as a retarding energy analyzer.53 The error associated 
with the zero of the absolute energy scale is 0.05 eV in the 
lab frame. Kinetic energies in the laboratory frame are con­
verted to center-of-mass (C M  energies using the stationary 
target approximation, £(CM) = E(lab) m/(m + M ) where m 
and M  are the masses of the neutral and ionic reactants, 
respectively. The data at the lowest energies are corrected for 
truncation of the ion-beam energy distribution.53
Products observed in this work include NiKD+ and 
NiKD^ species. Accurate measurements of the intensities of 
these species depend on our ability to resolve and transport 
them efficiently to the detector. Resolving the high intensity 
Ni^ reactant ions from the low intensity NiKD+ product ions 
proved to be difficult even when the quadrupole mass ana­
lyzer was set to operate at high resolution. In principle, the 
resolution could be increased sufficiently to separate the par­
ent and product ions, but as this limit is approached, the 
transmission of the ions is reduced to the extent that the 
experiments become impractical and inaccurate. Therefore 
the experiments are conducted using D2 to maximize the 
resolution and by adjusting the resolution of the quadrupole 
mass filter to be as high as possible without reducing the 
product ion intensities. Product intensities are accurately de­
termined by measuring the ion intensities 2 and 4 amu above 
the reactant ion mass with and without D2 gas in the reactant 
cell. The difference between these foreground and back­
ground measurements yields the intensity of the NiKD+ and 
NiKD^ products. Under the resolution conditions used, the 
peak for the NiKD^ product overlaps that for the NiKD+ 
product, however, these two products do not appear over the 
same kinetic-energy ranges, as verified by studies at higher 
mass resolution. We verified that changes in the mass reso­
lution did not affect the kinetic-energy dependence of these
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cross sections and hence the threshold analyses.
III. THRESHOLD ANALYSIS AND THERMOCHEMISTRY
The energy dependences of cross sections for endother­
mic processes in the threshold region can be modeled using
Eq. ( I ),55-57
<r(E) = (TqS g t{ E + E i - E 0)N/E ,  (1)
where 0 is an energy independent scaling parameter, N  is an 
adjustable parameter, E  is the relative kinetic energy, and E 0 
is the threshold for reaction at 0 K. The summation is over 
the rovibrational states of the clusters having energies E { and 
populations g {, where 2 g {= 1. Vibrational frequencies for 
the bare metal clusters are obtained by using an elastic clus­
ter model suggested by Shvartsburg et al.58 In this study, the 
parameters used are the Debye frequency for bulk nickel, 
j>d (oc) = 268 cm- 1 ,59 the bulk maximum longitudinal fre­
quency, J>L,max=296 cm- 1 , 59 and the ratio of the longitudinal 
to the transverse phonon velocity, cL / c T= 1.79.60 The model 
cross section, Eq. 1 , is also convoluted with the kinetic- 
energy distributions of the ion and neutral reactants before 
comparison to the experimental data.53
For metal clusters, it has been shown that lifetime effects 
become increasingly important as the size of the cluster 
increases.34 This is because metal clusters have many low- 
frequency vibrational modes such that the lifetime of the 
transient intermediate can exceed the experimental time 
available for reaction approximately 10 4 s in our appara­
tus . Thus, an important component of the modeling of these 
reactions is to include the effect of the lifetime of the reac­
tion, as estimated using statistical Rice-Ramsperger- 
Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory.61-63
The method to incorporate lifetime effects in our model­
ing has been discussed in detail previously64 and requires 
molecular constants for the energized molecule (EM  and 
transition state TS leading to the products, and the reaction 
degeneracy (two for loss of D from the NinD j intermediate). 
For the primary reaction leading to NinD+, the energized 
molecule is the transiently formed Ni„Dj complex, which 
we assume has a DNinD+ structure. For all species, the
3 n - 6  vibrations associated with the metal cluster are as­
sumed to equal those of the bare cluster and are estimated 
using the elastic cluster model.58 For DNinD , six additional 
frequencies are needed and are based on the experimental 
values of the vibrational frequencies reported for chemi- 
sorbed hydrogen on bulk nickel surfaces. For the symmetric 
stretching mode of H in a threefold site on a Ni(111) surface, 
electron energy loss measurements65,66 give frequencies of 
1122 and 1170 cm-1, whereas 1137 cm-1  was obtained using 
a neutral inelastic scattering method.67 The average of these 
three frequencies is 1143 cm-1, and we convert this to a 
cluster-deuteride stretching frequency of 810 cm-1. The 
asymmetric cluster-deuteride stretching frequency can be es­
timated from the symmetric stretch by multiplying by 
tan(6/2), where 0 is the included angle of the M -H -M  
bridged species.68 An average 0 value can be obtained from 
calculated values of the N i-H -N i bond angles of 71.2°,
88.0°, and 92.9° for the three most stable isomers calculated 
for Ni2H .26 This procedure yields an estimate for the asym­
metric cluster-deuteride stretching frequency of 730 cm 1. 
To obtain the wagging frequency for DNinD , we use the 
ratio of symmetric stretching frequencies for DFenD 950 
cm_1)45 and for DNinD+ (810 cm-1). This ratio (0.85) is 
used to scale the average value of the wagging frequency for 
DFenD , 45 which gives 620 cm 1 for the wagging frequency 
of DNinD+ . Although this procedure may be oversimplified, 
the magnitudes of the errors associated with these estimates 
of frequencies were evaluated by scaling all frequencies by 
±50%, which produces differences in the thresholds that are 
less than 0.04 eV.
Formation of Nin D products from the Nin D2 interme­
diate probably occurs via a loose transition state (LTS) lo­
cated at the centrifugal barrier, which is treated variationally 
as described in detail elsewhere.64 For ion-molecule reac­
tions having no barriers in excess of the reaction endother- 
micity, this phase space limit (PSL is a reasonable 
assumption.61 For a PSL LTS, the frequencies needed are 
simply those of the products, i.e., NinD+ + D. However, co­
valent bond cleavage may be better represented by a tighter 
transition state.46,47,69 Therefore, we also considered a tight 
transition state TTS model where we simply remove the 
frequency corresponding to the reaction coordinate, a 
cluster-D stretch. These two models should provide conser­
vative lower and upper limits to the dissociation rates for D 
atom loss from the Nin D2 intermediates.
As discussed previously,49 the use of RRKM theory is 
not entirely appropriate for species like transition metal clus­
ters that have an appreciable density of electronic states. Un­
fortunately, more appropriate models are not yet available 
nor are there reliable means of accurately estimating the den­
sity of electronic states. Fortunately, because both reactants 
and products share this high density of electronic states, er­
rors associated with neglecting these states should largely 
cancel.
Modeling of the NinD product cross sections includes 
energies above the point where the cross section declines as 
a result of product dissociation reaction. Including this re­
gion in our data analysis is advantageous because the more 
extensive energy range helps constrain the parameters in Eq.
1 . This dissociation process can be modeled using simple 
statistical assumptions that are outlined elsewhere70 and have 
been used successfully to describe the high-energy behavior 
of the Ni+ + D 2—>NiD+ + D  reaction.71 Briefly, Eq. (1) is 
multiplied by an energy dependent probability factor for 
product dissociation that depends on two adjustable param­
eters: E d , the dissociation energy, and p, an empirical fitting 
parameter. For the reactions considered here, E D is just the 
D2 dissociation energy. Values of p  ranging from 1 to 5 were 
tested and a value of p  4 was found to best reproduce the 
data for most of the clusters.
IV. RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the cross sections for reaction of Nin 
(n = 2 -1 6 ) with D2 as a function of kinetic energy over a 
range of thermal to as high as 8 eV (eventually limited by
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1000 eV lab . Despite a careful search for products with 
fewer nickel atoms, the only products observed were those 
formed in reactions 2 and 3 .
Nin D2 NinD D, 2
NinD2 . 3
Only reaction (2) is observed for clusters with n = 2 -4  at­
oms, whereas both reactions are observed for clusters with 
n 5 atoms. Similar to our results for reactions of 
vanadium,87 chromium,46 and iron45 cluster ions with D2, we 
fail to observe collision-induced dissociation of the nickel 
cluster ions with D2 . These observations can be explained by 
previous work in our laboratory that has shown that CID 
processes are inefficient for target gases (like D2) with low 
masses and polarizabilities.72,73 Also, we observed no prod­
ucts with fewer nickel atoms than the reactants, such as 
Nin 1 D2 or Nin 1D . This indicates that the Nin D2 and 
NinD products decompose preferentially by loss of D2 or
D, respectively, rather than Ni atom loss.
A. Cross sections for NinD+ formation
The formation of NinD in reaction 2 is observed to be 
endothermic for all clusters studied, Fig. 1. The kinetic- 
energy dependences of the cross sections are similar to those 
previously reported for V^ , Cr^ , and Fe^ clusters reacting 
with D2 .45-47 The cross sections exhibit apparent thresholds
of 2.0± 0.6 eV for all clusters and reach maxima at 4 -6  eV. 
The decline in the formation of NinD at elevated energies 
can be attributed to the overall reaction 4 ,
Nin D2 NinD D Nin 2D, 4
which can begin at D0(D2) = 4.56 eV .74 Smaller clusters ex­
hibit an onset for this reaction close to its thermodynamic 
limit, 4.56 eV minus the internal energy of the cluster reac­
tants. Figure 1 shows that the cross-section maximum moves 
to higher energies as the cluster size increases, which can be 
attributed to kinetic shifts in this process. Larger clusters are 
able to accommodate more excess energy, so that the lifetime 
of the NinD product increases with increasing cluster size 
and eventually becomes larger than the 10 4 s time window 
available for dissociation in our experimental apparatus. At 
higher kinetic energies, the lifetime for dissociation becomes 
shorter than this time window and the dissociation process is 
again observed as declines in the NinD+ cross sections. Note 
that the observation of maxima in the NinD cross sections 
corresponding to reaction 4 is consistent with the failure to 
observe NimD products where m n , i.e., NinD clusters 
preferentially dissociate by losing D rather than Ni atoms. 
Qualitatively, this result shows that Ni^ -D  bonds are 
weaker than DNi^_ 1-N i bonds.
FIG. 1. Cross sections for reactions of Ni^ (n = 2-16) with D2 as a function of collision energy in the center-of-mass (lower x-axis) and laboratory (upper 
x-axis) frames.
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FIG. 1. {Continued.)
B. N i*-D  thresholds
The optimum values of the parameters of Eq. (1), E 0, 
<r0, and N, used to reproduce the cross sections for the
FIG. 2. Cross section for reaction (2) with n = 7 as a function of collision 
energy in the center-of-mass (lower x-axis) and laboratory (upper x-axis) 
frames. The dashed line shows the model of Eq. (1) with optimized param­
eters from Table I along with model for product dissociation. The analysis 
shown includes both internal energy and RRKM lifetime effects and the 
onset for product dissociation was set to D2 bond dissociation energy, 4.56 
eV. The solid line shows the model after convolution over the neutral and 
ion kinetic-energy distribution.
monodeuteride products are given in Table I. NinD product 
cross sections are modeled using both loose phase space 
limit, PSL) and tight transition states, as described previ­
ously. A representative fit of data for the monodeuteride 
product ions is shown in Fig. 2. Thresholds measured in 
these experiments can be used to derive bond energies of 
Nin+ -D  by assuming that there are no barriers to reaction (2) 
in excess of the endothermicity. This assumption has proved 
to be valid for many ion-molecule reactions because the
TABLE I. Summary of parameters used in Eq. 1 for the analysis of NinD cross sections.a
n 0ob Nb E0 (TTSf eV E0 (PSL)d eV D0 (Ni„+ -D )e eV
1 1.1 0.1 f 2.84 0.04 f 1.72 (0.08)f
2 1.7 0.2 1.2 0.2 1.52 0.09 1.52 0.10 3.04 0.10
3 1.2 0.1 1.7 0.2 2.55 0.08 2.58 0.08 2.00 0.10
4 4.1 0.6 1.6 0.2 2.56 0.09 2.68 0.10 1.94 0.16
5 3.0 0.3 1.6 0.2 2.39 0.07 2.56 0.06 2.09 0.15
6 3.1 0.4 1.8 0.1 2.18 0.06 2.42 0.07 2.26 0.19
7 3.7 1.0 2.0 0.3 2.22 0.15 2.48 0.15 2.21 0.28
8 7.6 2.3 1.4 0.3 2.23 (0.18) 2.72 0.19 2.10 0.41
9 6.7 1.3 1.7 0.2 2.10 0.10 2.54 0.13 2.24 0.34
10 4.9 0.9 1.8 0.2 1.91 0.08 2.38 0.10 2.42 0.33
11 3.1 1.0 2.0 0.2 1.70 0.13 2.16 0.17 2.63 0.38
12 3.1 0.6 2.0 0.1 1.83 0.09 2.33 0.11 2.48 0.35
13 2.6 0.3 1.9 0.1 1.71 0.07 2.22 0.09 2.60 0.34
14 5.0 0.7 1.9 0.1 1.67 0.08 2.18 (0.09) 2.64 0.34
15 4.8 0.6 2.0 0.1 1.73 0.09 2.29 0.11 2.55 0.38
16 8.5 1.8 1.9 0.1 1.62 0.09 2.16 0.11 2.67 0.37
aUncertainties in parentheses.
bValues for LTS model. TTS parameters are similar.
cTight transition state TTS model described in text.
dLoose transition state phase-space limit PSL model described in text.
eAverage value derived from TTS and PSL thresholds according to Eq. 5 .
fValue from Ref. 71.
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long-range ion-induced dipole interactions between ions and 
polarizable neutrals are attractive. Exceptions often involve 
restrictions in spin or orbital angular momentum.56,75 Unfor­
tunately, conservation of such quantities cannot be examined 
for the present systems because detailed information con­
cerning the electronic states of both reactants and products 
are not available. However, transition metal clusters have a 
dense manifold of electronic states, such that interactions 
such as spin-orbit mixing among these surfaces should al­
low adiabatic pathways for product formation without barri­
ers in the excess of the endothermicities for NinD . Thus, 
we assume the thresholds for reactions leading to the forma­
tion of NinD+ represent the adiabatic endothermicities.
Given the assumption that there are no barriers in excess 
of the endothermicities to the formation of Nin D D, the 
thresholds for reaction (2), E 0, can be converted to N i^ -D  
bond energies according to Eq. (5):
D^Ni„+ -D ) = D0(D2) -  E  0 . (5)
Because the model of Eq. 1 explicitly accounts for the in­
ternal energy and translational energy distributions of the 
reactants, the thermochemistry derived corresponds to 0 K. 
Bond energies calculated in this manner are given in Table I, 
as an average of values derived from thresholds obtained 
using kinetic shifts modeled with loose PSL and tight TS 
assumptions.
C. Cross sections for NinD2 formation
The smallest cluster for which a dideuteride product is 
observed is Ni5 . The cross sections for all observed dideu- 
teride products, NinD2 , decrease monotonically with in­
creasing energy, as shown in Figs. 1 and 3. This behavior is 
characteristic of exothermic ion-molecule reactions. In addi­
tion, the magnitudes of the cross sections for NinD2 gener­
ally increase as the cluster size increases in the low-energy 
range except for Ni7D^ and NinD^ . The cross sections de­
cline roughly as E  1/2 at lower energies, although the data 
point density for Ni5D^ cluster is too low to ascertain the 
dependence confidently. Such behavior conforms to the 
E  1/2 energy dependence predicted for ion-molecule colli­
sions by the Langevin-Gioumousis-Stevenson (LGS) 
model.76 The cross-section magnitudes for NinD2 (n  
= 13-16) are very close to, but about half of the LGS model 
prediction at the lower energies.
With increasing interaction energy, the magnitudes of all 
NinD2 cross sections decline more rapidly. These declines of 
the exothermic NinD2 product cross sections with increasing 
energy can be attributed to the overall reaction (6 ), as no 
other dissociation process is energetically accessible.
Ni2+ + D 2^N in D 2+^Ni„+ + D2. (6 )
No energy is required for this overall process as the products 
are the same as the initial reactants. We believe that the more 
rapid decline in the cross sections can be attributed to the 
changing lifetime of the intermediate, which decreases as the 
interaction energy increases and increases with cluster size. 
Observation of the NinD2 product is expected only if its 
lifetime exceeds or is on the order of the detection time win-
0.01 0.1 1
Energy (eV, CM)
FIG. 3. Cross sections for reaction (3) plotted on a log scale for n = 5 -16  as 
a function of collision energy in the center-of-mass frame. The solid line 
indicates the LGS model cross section Ref. 76 .
dow of our instrument, ~  10^ 4 s. The reason that we do not 
observe any Nin D2 products for n  5 is probably because 
smaller clusters NinD2 dissociate more rapidly than this, 
even at low kinetic energies.
The Nin D2 product ion can conceivably have one of two 
forms: 1 a weakly bound adduct held together by the ion- 
induced dipole attraction, i.e., a physisorbed state; or (2 ) a 
strongly bound chemisorbed species where both deuterium 
atoms are chemically bonded to the cluster, i.e., a dissocia­
tive chemisorbed state. We have previously argued45-47 that 
a weakly bound adduct in which the D2 molecule was intact 
should allow reaction 6  to be kinetically facile as well as 
being thermodynamically allowed at all collision energies. 
Consequently, it is difficult to understand how such a weakly 
bound physisorbed species can survive our instrumental 
flight time of 10 4 s, unless it is collisionally stabilized by 
multiple collisions with D2 . Our pressure dependent studies 
verify that the NinD2 products are not the result of collision 
stabilization. Therefore, formation of NinD2 products does 
not behave as expected for physisorbtion processes. How­
ever, if the NinD2 clusters are dissociatively chemisorbed 
species, then reaction 6  requires that the two deuterium 
atoms come back together and pass through a tight transition
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TABLE II. Thermal rate constants (10 10 cm3/s) for reactions of nickel 
clusters with D2.
Experiments Theory





7 0.80 3.0 1.2 2.5 2.68
8 3.3 2.6 0.8 2.8 2.86
9 2.9 3.6 0.1 0.4 3.2 3.67
10 3.1 3.6 3.0 4.0 3.6 3.80
11 1.6 3.3 2.4 4.0 3.93
12 3.7 5.1 2.5 5.7 4.46
13 5.0 6.6 4.2 9.0 3.0 5.20
14 5.8 5.7 2.5 8.1 5.5 5.76
15 6.2 6.2 3.0
16 5.5 8.0 2.9
17 6.2 2.6
18 8.2 2.7
19 8.1 3.3 6.4 6.83
20 9.0 3.9
aRate constants for reaction of nickel cation clusters, Nin , with D2 mea­
sured here under single collision conditions. Uncertainties are 30%. 
bRelative rate constants for reaction of neutral nickel clusters Nin with D2 , 
scaled to the value for Ni10, see text. Estimated error bounds are ±20%. 
cAbsolute rate constants for reaction of neutral nickel clusters, Nin , with 
D2. The accuracy of the rate constants is ±50%. 
dAt T= 0 K.
state associated with cleaving the cluster-deuterium bonds 
and forming a D2 bond. Such a process should be kinetically 
hindered, especially for larger clusters where the chemisorb- 
tion energy can be dissipated throughout the cluster. This 
would explain the long lifetimes observed for NinD^ (n 
3*5) products and why the magnitudes of the NinD^ cross 
sections increase for larger clusters. Clearly, chemisorbtion is 
efficient for the larger clusters.
D. Rate constants for Ni„Dj formation
Reaction rate constants can be obtained from our cross 
sections by using the expression, k ({E )  ) = vct(E ) where v 
= (2E/^i) 1/2 and n  = m M / ( m  + M ), the reduced mass of the 
reactants. The rate constants depend on the mean energy of 
the reactants, which includes the average thermal motion of 
the neutral, such that (E) = E +  (3/2) y k BT  where y =  M /(m 
+ M ). Table II and Fig. 4 show our absolute rate constants 
for reactions of nickel cation clusters Nin with D2 to form 
NinD2 at single collision conditions and thermal energies. In 
general, odd-even oscillations are observed for clusters sizes 
n 5 -  11, with rate constants of odd-sized cation clusters 
being smaller than those of adjacent even-sized cation clus­
ters. Similar odd-even oscillations in rate constants and reac­
tivity have been found for reactions of vanadium47,77,78 and 
chromium46 cation clusters with D2 . Interestingly, as for 
nickel, the even-sized chromium clusters are more reactive, 
whereas the odd-sized vanadium clusters are more reactive. 
These patterns have been interpreted to indicate that the 
more reactive clusters have open-shell character with regard 
to the molecular orbitals formed from the atomic 4 s orbitals.
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FIG. 4. Rate constants for nickel cluster reactions with D2 at thermal energy. 
Open diamonds and full lines indicate our experimental values on nickel 
cluster cations. Experimental values for neutral nickel clusters are indicated 
by solid triangles and dashed lines (Refs. 12 and 13) and solid circles and 
dotted lines (relative rate constants from Ref. 11, scaled to the value for 
Ni10 . Solid squares and full lines T 0 K, Ref. 20 and solid diamonds and 
full lines Ref. 21 indicate theoretical values for neutral nickel clusters. The 
horizontal line indicates the LGS value for the collision rate constant Ref. 
76).
A similar conclusion seems warranted for nickel clusters as 
well. For reactions of Ni^ (ns* 12), the rate constants in­
crease with cluster sizes leveling out for n =  14-16. In gen­
eral, our experimental results average about half the LGS 
value76 of 10.4X 10-10  cm3 s_1 for n = 8-16.
Although the rates of neutral and cationic nickel clusters 
reaction with D2 need not be identical, it is of interest to 
make such a comparison. Figure 4 and Table II compare our 
rate constants with the results from previous work11-13,20,21 
on the reaction of neutral nickel clusters with D2 . Experi­
mental values for neutral nickel clusters measured by Hoff­
man et al. 12 and Zhu et al. 13 both used the same experimen­
tal flow tube reactor to measure rates, but differ in the 
method of determining the absolute rate constants, with the 
latter study being more accurate. Relative values from Morse 
et al.11 are compared to the others by scaling these to the 
value of Ni10 , chosen because of the good agreement be­
tween the theoretical and experimental absolute values Fig.
4 . Theoretical results obtained using molecular dynamics 
simulations are available from Durmus et al.20 and Boyukata 
et al. (T =  0 K) .21 In agreement with our observations for the 
cationic clusters, reaction rates for neutral nickel clusters 
generally increase with cluster size. Our results for larger 
nickel cluster cations (ns* 10) are in reasonable agreement 
with the absolute experimental and theoretical values. For 
smaller clusters (n*s9), there are clear differences between 
the results, which indicate that the differing electronic and 
possibly geometric structures of the neutral and cationic 
clusters influences the observed reactivity.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Comparison of D2 activation by Ni+ and Ni^
The cross section for the reaction of D2 with atomic 
nickel ion in its electronic ground state, Ni+(2D,3rf9),
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reaches a maximum of ~0.18 X 10_ 16 cm2 for reaction (2).71 
The first excited state of atomic nickel ions, Ni+(4F,4s3d 8), 
reacts inefficiently with D2, forming NiD+ with a maximum 
cross section of only about 0.06X 10^ 16 cm2. The lower ef­
ficiency of the first excited state Ni+(4F,4s3 d 8) can be ra­
tionalized in terms of a repulsive interaction between the 
<x-bonding electrons of D2 and the 4 s electron on the nickel 
ion. For the ground state Ni+(2D,3d9), this repulsive inter­
action is absent because the 4 s orbital is empty, such that the 
D2 molecule can approach the metal center more closely. At 
such distances, D2 activation is achieved by donation of the 
D2 bonding electrons into the empty 4 s metal orbital and 
back donation of metal 3 d  electrons to the * antibonding 
orbital of D2 .
A comparison of the reaction cross sections for Ni 
D2 and our present results can provide insights into the 
interactions between the cluster ions and D2 . The absolute 
magnitudes of the reaction cross sections for Ni^ are larger 
than that for ground state Ni+(2D,3d9) by factors ranging 
from 6  (n = 2) to 30 (n = 10). In general, the magnitudes of 
the reactions increase with increasing cluster size, consistent 
with larger collision cross sections for the physically larger 
clusters. This indicates that the electronic requirements nec­
essary for the reaction of D2 with Nin clusters are similar or 
enhanced compared to those for Ni+(2D,3d9). Thus cluster 
orbitals of appropriate symmetries and occupancies are avail­
able to interact with the a  and a *  orbitals of D2 .79,80
B. Ni^-D bond energies
Table I lists the thresholds derived from analysis of the 
NinD+ cross sections using Eq. (1), assuming both loose and 
tight transition states. Both sets of energies show the same 
oscillations with cluster size n. Relative to the TTS values, 
thresholds obtained using the PSL model are the same for 
Ni2 and Ni3 , and then gradually increase. They are an av­
erage of 0.22±0.10eV  higher than the TTS values for n 
= 4 -7 , and 0.50±0.06 eV for n3= 8 .
Because we do not know the nature of the transition state 
definitely, we conservatively take our best values for the 
Nin -D  bond energies as those derived using Eq. 1 from 
the average of the TTS and PSL threshold energies. The 
loose and tight transition state models provide conservative 
lower and upper limits to the bond dissociation energy. These 
average Ni^ -D  bond energies are listed in Table I and 
shown in Fig. 5 along with uncertainties increased to reflect 
the span of values. It should be noted that the listed uncer­
tainties reflect the absolute accuracy of each individual de­
termination. Relative uncertainties, especially for adjacent 
cluster sizes, should be substantially smaller, probably on the 
order of 0.1 eV or less, because systematic errors in the 
interpretations cancel.
The accuracy of these values can be qualitatively as­
sessed by two considerations. First, we observe that NinD 
products decompose by losing D atoms, rather than Ni at­
oms. This shows that D(Ni^ -D ) should be less than 
D(DNi^_ 1-N i). The latter quantity can be equated with 
D(Ni^_1-N i^ D (N i^ -D )-D (N i^ _  1-D ), which means 
that if the bond energies, D(Ni^ -D ), are less than
0 5 10 15 20
n, Cluster Size
FIG. 5. D0(Ni,n-D) ( • ,  Table I), D0(N C -N i) (O, Ref. 36), and the dif­
ference, D0(Ni,n-Ni)-D0(Nin-D) (A), plotted as a function of cluster 
size, n. The horizontal solid line at 2.28 eV indicates half of the D0(D-D) 
bond energy. The two dashed lines indicate the upper and lower limits to the 
Nin -D  bond energies obtained by analysis using PSL and TTS models. The 
small horizontal solid line labeled bulk indicates the average of the experi­
mental binding energies of H to Ni(111), Ni(100), and Ni(110) surfaces 
(Ref. 29, 90, and 91.
D(DNi^_ i-N i) , then D(Ni^_ i-N i) are larger than 
D(Nin_ 1 - D ) . From Fig. 5, it can be seen that D(Ni^_ 1 -N i) 
are larger than our measured values of D(Ni^_ 1-D ) in all 
cases but n = 3, D (N i^ -D )> D (N i^-N i). Values for n = 4 
are within experimental errors. Thus, the average D(Ni^ -D ) 
values except for n 3 are qualitatively consistent with the 
decomposition patterns observed for these products.
Second, we consider our observation of dissociative 
chemisorbtion of D2 on the clusters. These chemisorbed 
NinD2 species are formed exothermically for clusters where 
n ^ 5, indicating that D0(D N i^-D ) + D0(N i^-D )> 4 .56eV  
= D0(D2). Assuming that the first and second cluster- 
deuterium bonds are roughly comparable, we should observe 
exothermic formation of NinD^ when D0(Ni^ -D ) 
s=D0(D2)/2=2.28 eV, indicated by a line in Fig. 5. As can 
be seen from Table I and Fig. 5, the average D (N i^-D ) 
values exceed this energy for n 10 and values for n
5 -  9 are very close to this energy within the uncertainty 
of the measurement . This is in qualitative agreement with 
our observation of NinD2 products at thermal energies for 
the n 5 clusters. This criterion tends to suggest that the 
higher TTS values are more accurate than the loose PSL 
value.
C. Comparison of DCNi^-D) and DCNi^-Ni)
Figure 5 compares the cluster-deuteride bond energies 
derived in this study with metal-metal bond energies deter­
mined previously.36 Overall, both D0(Ni^ -D ) and 
D0(N i^-N i) generally increase as the cluster size increases, 
and they parallel one another for many cluster sizes. This can 
be rationalized by noting that the number of neighboring 
atoms increases quickly over this cluster size range so that 
dissociation requires cleavage of more metal-deuteride and 
metal-metal bonds. However, the increase is nonmonotonic
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with local maxima at N i2-D , Ni6  -D , and N i^ -D  for 
nickel-deuteride ionic clusters, and a tN i^ -N i, N i^-N i, and 
N i^ -N i for pure metal clusters. As noted above, 
D0(N in-D ) are weaker than D0(N i^-N i), except for n
2 and 3. This is more easily seen from the difference of the 
bond energies, D0(N i^-N i) —D0(N in-D ), also plotted as a 
function of cluster size n in Fig. 5.
As the bonding in the Nin -D  systems must involve the 
1 s electron on deuterium, the parallel bond energies in 
Ni^ -N i cluster systems suggest that the bonding is predomi­
nantly 4 s -4 s . The metal-metal bonds are an average of 
about 0.56±0.10 eV stronger than metal-deuterium bonds 
for n = 5, 6 , 8-11, and 14-16. This increase means that 
metal bonds can be enhanced by using 3d - 3 d  interactions. 
For n =  12, the difference in bond energies is 0.87 eV. We 
speculate that there may be geometric contribution to the 
bond energy variation. In analogy with our observations for 
iron,45 chromium,46 and vanadium47 clusters, this suggestion 
relies on the strong possibility that Ni13 (icosahedral or oc­
tahedral with fcc or bcc packing can have a highly symmet­
ric geometrical structure compared to neighboring clusters. 
Substitution of D for Ni in Ni13 cluster breaks the symmetry, 
changing the molecular orbital ordering, thereby leading to a 
less strongly bound system. For several other clusters, n 
= 3, 4, 7, and 13, the average difference in bond energies is 
small, 0.16±0.09eV. These clusters are less stable com­
pared to their neighbors, as can be seen from the absolute 
bond energies, D (N i^-N i), which reach local minima at 
these sizes. The comparison with the D(Ni^ -D ) bond ener­
gies suggests that Ni4  , Ni5  , Ni8  , and Ni14 clusters do not 
utilize 3d - 3 d  bonding as efficiently as their neighbors.
Although the comparison between D0(N i^-N i) and 
D0(N i^-D ) shows that D0(N i^-N i) are generally stronger 
than D0(Ni^ -D ) for most cluster sizes, there is a clear ex­
ception. D0(N i2-D ) is 0.68 eV larger than D0(N i2-N i), 
although both bond energies are local maxima in their re­
spective series. Because there is so little known about the 
geometric and electronic structures of nickel cation clusters, 
we are left to speculate regarding a possible explanation. 
Nickel atoms have two nearly degenerate electronic states, 
3D (4s3d9), and the ground state, 3F(4s23d 8), with an en­
ergy difference of only 0.03 eV between the lowest spin- 
orbit levels.81 When the other spin-orbit levels of these 
states are explicitly included, the average energy ordering 
actually changes such that the 3D state is 0.03 eV below the 
3F state. Small nickel clusters are generally considered to be 
formed most readily from nickel atoms in their 4 s 3d 9o/r qo oo q
configurations, , , where the 3 d  cores are essentially 
nonbonding and localized on each atom. Using such a model, 
we have previously speculated that the Ni3 trimer can be 
formed by combining ground-state Ni+(2D,3d9) with 2 
Ni(3D,4s3d9) to yield a species with only two 4 s electrons. 
The Ni3 trimer cluster has a likely near-equilateral triangle 
structure with an electronic stability relative to its neighbors 
driven by the equality of the three metal centers. Likewise, it 
seems reasonable that the deuterium atom in Ni2D is in a 
bridging position as calculated for the neutral Ni2D 
analogue ,26 but the electron density is no longer shared 
equally by the three centers. Apparently, this electronic dis­
tribution permits the formation of a much stronger bond, 
which disappears as soon as further nickel atoms are avail­
able. Quantum chemical calculations on these small nickel 
cluster cations and their deuterated analogues would be of 
clear interest in understanding why this occurs. Such under­
standing may provide further insight into the results of cal­
culations that indicate that hydrogen atoms in bridging posi­
tions are less strongly bound than those in three-fold sites on 
bulk nickel surfaces.84-89
D. Comparisons to bulk phase thermochemistry
It is very interesting to compare the thermochemistry 
determined here with values from surface science. Experi­
mental values for the binding of hydrogen on Ni(111) are 
2.7090 and 2.74 eV,29,91 2.74 eV on Ni(100),29 and 2.70 eV 
on Ni(110).29 Calculated hydrogen binding energies on (111), 
(100), and (110 fcc and hcp nickel surfaces are 2.56-2.91 
eV,84-89 2.66-2.79 eV,84-86 and 2.71-2.75 eV,84-86 respec­
tively, in reasonable agreement with the experimental values. 
The average experimental value, 2.72 eV, is plotted in Fig. 5, 
where it can be seen that the Ni^ -D  bond energies for larger 
clusters (ns= 11) are very close to that for bulk phase nickel. 
Similar observations have been made for V ^ -D , 47 
CrB+ - D , 46 FeB+ - D , 45 V  - O ,42 CrB+ - O ,41,44 and FeB+- O 40'43 
bond energies. This indicates that chemical binding is largely 
a local phenomenon as long as clusters have enough elec­
tronic ‘‘flexibility’’ to form strong covalent bonds.
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